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Foreword 

This report was prepared primarily to inform Congressional members and 
key staff of ongoing assignments in the General Accounting Office’s Health 
F’inancing and Systemsissue area. This report contains assignments that 
were ongoing as of May 3,1998, and presents a brief background 
statement and a list of key questions to be answered on each assignment. 
The report will be issued quarterly. 

?Fh.is report was compiled from information available in GAO’S internal 
management information systems. Because the information was 
downloaded from computerized data bases intended for internal use, some 
information may appear’in abbreviated form.’ 

If you have questions or would like additional information about 
assignments listed, please contact William Scanlon, Director, on 
(202) 5124561; or Leslie Aronovitz, Associate Director, on (202) 512-7104; 
Kathryn Allen, Associate Director, on (202) 512-7059; or Laura Dummit on 
(202) 512-7118. 
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Health Financing and Systems 

ME~ICAFiE &MEDICAID ACCESS - - ,. : ‘, 

PIi 

L 

: ‘I.I%Ek ACCESS TO AND QUALITY OF MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES PROPED UNDER MEDICIADMANA~ED 
CARJi ARRANGEMENTS (101S7?1 .-. .,:. : .,. ..: 

-. KEY QUESTIONS : To contain costs & improve service-delivery; more states are using capitatedmanaged care 
to provide Medicaid mental. health (MH) services. The number of states implementing such programs jumped 
from 1 in 1991 to 3O.in 1997. ,In many states, beneficiaries--includitrg those with -mental disabilities--have little 
or no choice of managed MH plans. For states with separate provider networks-%atve-outs-- for managed MH 
services, we will examine: (1) How do state governments structure their managed MH programs for disabled 

2 -beneficiaries? (2) How do state governments a&ire/monitor accessto and thequality of MH services? (3)How L . - 
‘have states designed payment policies‘to ~fluence access to ,and quality of MH T&e?. For all three objectives, : I) 
how does the federal government exercise program oversight? : ,: . . , ,,-r.-:- ” -. ,.,‘ _, : 1 :? 

_’ ,. ., : :. :, &%, . ,_ : _..r -1 
., .’ : .j 

‘- TITLE: ALLEGATIONS OF ABUSE IN CALIFC&NIA hURSING HOtiS (101700) 

. -‘. KEY QUESTIONS : -Based on a reviewof death certificates from 1986 through’ 1993, a California law fti has 
alleged that many residents of California nursing homes died from avoidable niahrutrition and other types’of 
abuse andneglect; (1) Do the allegations have merit? (2). How .effective are federal-s@ state programs’itended~ 
to monitor quality of care for nursing home residents in California? (3) Could California’s method of reimbursing 
nursing ‘homes for Medicaid patients contribute to unsatisfactory care?’ ” 

.), .( ,t ,; ; : . 

,: 

KEY QUESTIONS i Many peoPie with employer-sponsored he&h insu&nce are enrolling in managed care 
plans. This transition to managea care raisei~questions about who canbe.held liable for injuries caused by 
benefit denials or malpractice because the Employee Retirement h&me Security Act (ERISA)inay shield plans 
from law suits. (1) What are the .rights and responsibihties~of employers, managed care pi&is; participants, and 
providers‘when participants”&e injured by benefit denials and malpractice at managed c&e plans? (2) What 
remedies doerBRISA provide to compensate injuries? (3) What is the stat& of case law with regard to.ERISA 
and benefit denial and malpractice casesin the courts? (4)‘.W&t are the possibie ramificationsbf changing 
ERISA for key groups? -_ 

WATE-PUBLIC MARKET INTERACTION . _ _’ ‘~ ,- .‘.,., ._ -.,) “-:.+T 
m EFFECT OF THE EI+SA PREEMPTION CLA&?E ON MEDICAL MALPRACT!~E CLp;IMs AT @NAGED CARE 

PLANS @O&2) 

i . -  - ;  .  .  .  - . . .  L . ,  k . *  _, . . - :  
I  /  *,’ 

TITLE: LARGE EMPLOYERS’ A&ii ‘i0 HI&i-H INStiNCE (1?1591) 

. 
KEY QUESTTONS : The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) requires GAO 
to issue a report to Congress on huge employers’ access to health insurance coverage by February 21,1998. 
HIPAA is ‘intended to improve the access, portability; and renewability of health insurance coverage.’ The Act 
provides, among other things, for guaranteed availability of health insurance to the small group market To 
address the large group market, the Act requires the GAO and the Secretary of HHS to report on issues relating 
to large employers. HHS’ report to Congress is due after December 2000. (1) To whatextent are classes of 
employers in different states able to obtain access to heahh insurance coverage? (2) What are the circumstances 
(if any) for lack of access to health coverage3 

i /.‘, 
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Health Financing and Systems 

‘ITTZE: HEALTH COVERAGE FOR THOSE 5564 YEARS OLD (101592) 

KEY QUESTIONS : The continued erosion of employer-based health coverage is striking in the case of older 
Americans under the age of 65, the age at which most individuals qualify for Medicare. For this’group, the link 

: to employer-based,coverage is oftensevered because of retirement, job displacement, or poor health. (1) Given 
that many Americans are also uninsured, why is the insurance status ofthis group important? (2)What are the 
,historical and current health insurance trends for older-Americans both interms of employers offering and 
individuals accepting coverage? I _, 

TITLE: KIDS-ONiY HEAL’kHXNStiihNCE (101710) .’ ,,. ; ; i: 
i ., . 

KEY QUESTIONS : 
.:, ; 

H.R. 1159 would require .mdividusl market insurance carriers ‘t6: offer ~‘polky rated 
spe$Wly for children only. (1) What are “&s:on.ly” health insurance policies and how do they, dier.frorn ., 

. other individual &&et policies? (2) How available are %ids-only” p0hcies.m different parts of the U.S.3 i ., ,j’ ‘.,, 

MEDICARE MANAGEMENT AND .ACCOUNTABILITY ‘.T. _ ._” 

TIILE:’ ‘tiEVIEW OF DiJRABLE:MEDI~AL EQtiKiENT (DME) MEliICAL POLICIES (101524) 

KEY QUESTIONS : (1) Have DME use and claims patterns changed since the consolidation ofDME claims 
processing contractors? (2) Are identified changes linked to the increased number and/or standardization of 
DME coverage policies? -.:. _., ,, 

Tl”l%E: HRA:S REmW OF HHS-bIG PHYSICIANS AT TEACHING HOSPITALS (PATH) AUDiTS (?Ol,g?) 

KEY QIJESTIONS : The Health and-Human Services Office of Inspector General (HHWOIG) snd the.medical . . 
.comrnunity strongly disagree over,Medicare billing for physicians at teaching hospitals. The HHWOIG argues 
that double billing and upcoding are Rervasivd at many ins$mtions. It ,has already reached settlements with 
some, and &ns more audits. The medical community argues the HIWOIG is unfairly applying 1995 regulations : 
retroactively. At issue is-the dissemination, interpretation, and timing of Medicare billing rules. (1) Does the 
OIG have suffkient legal basis for conducting the’~hysician at teaching hospital (PATH) audits? (2) Did the 
OIG follow an acceptable approach and methodology, in conducting the audits? (3) How significant are the 
billing problems identified in completed audits? 

.’ 

?TIzE: COMPARISON OF MEDICARE APPEAL REQUIREMENTS AND QUALITY COMMISSJON 
RECOMMENDATIONS ON APPEALS (101709) 

KEY QUESTIONS : A recent report by the President’s Quality Commission states that all consumers have the 
right to an independent system of external review for appeals. The requesters are interested in Medicare’s 
process for external review of HMO appeals and how Medicare’s experience mayibe applicable to the 
commercial sector. (1) What are the specific elements the Commission has recommended in regard to external 
review? (2) k’hat process is available to Medicare beneficiaries to appeal an initial determination and how has 
the @ocess performed? (3) In recent years, what have been the number and type of complaints? (4) What 
proportion of complaints have been resolved in favor of the beneficiaries versus the HMO? (5) What have been 
the predominant complaints? 

1 
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mzE: CONSUMER INFORMATION ON MEDICARE MANAGED CARE DRUd BE’NEFIi (101713) ; ’ 

KEY QUESTIONS : Understandable and accurate information is in$orta& to Medicare beneficiaries in - 
~-choosing the health plan that best meets their needs. The prescription drug benefit illustrates the complex task 
&hey face. The requester is concerned that the lack of accurate, comparative information makes it impossible for 
.:beneficiaries to compare this benefit -( 1) What drug benefit information is available to beneficiaries prior to and 
after joining a Medicare managed care health plan? (2) Is-the terminology health plans use to explain the drug 
benefit clear and consistent? (3) What role do formularies play in the valuation of the drug benefit and how is 
this value calculated and reported to HCFA? 

: ‘...:,.. ,. : ,’ 7 ., _ 
/. ,. ._- . 

,. : f j I . . ,: _,../ 1 
TITLE: THE HEALTH CARE FIN.$NCmG ADMINISTRATI~N’S (HCFA’S) IMPLRMENTATION OF THE HE&TH 

IiSUihCE PORTABILhji Ah-D ACCOUNTk.iiLii’Y AC& &Ii’AA’S) MEDICARE iNTEGRITy PROGRAM 
(ld17ii) >- ‘. ,, 
. : ., _-. ’ i’.. 

.: KEY QUESTIOI+ : Through the Health Insurance potability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), Congress 
provided ir.nportant new resources and tools to fight health care fraud, ,and abuse. In addition to the H.ealtb Care 
Fraud and Abuse Control Program, HIPAA established and funded HCFA’s Medica$ntegrity Program (MIP). 
The MIP subsumes HCFA’s previous safeguard activities, such as claims review and provider audits. How well 
HCFA uses funding and authority provided in MP remains to be.seen. i (1) what additional resources and 
~authorities-did Congress-provide HCFA through MIP, and how has HCFA used them? (2) What resull has ‘. .‘. 
.HCFA achieved from Mg so far? (3)‘Does HCFA have an adequate’plan to successfully iml$emeni MIP and 
assure that future MP funds are well spent? 

_’ 
.: 

TI‘)XEz TESTIMOti: iiEAL’II.I CkRE FINANCIN’ckDMINISTliATION’S (HCFA’s’).PROGRESS IN M&iING THE 
CONGRESdIONAL MANbATE TO PROwbE CLEAR, COMPARhNE INFORMATION TO CtiNSiJME& 
ABOUT MEDICARE PLANS (101721) I’ ‘, 

KEY QUESTIONS : GAO has worked to identify and report Medicare’s past failure to provide useful 
information for informed choice among HMOf,.LThis work con,tributed to mandates in the Balanced Budget Act ‘.., .I’: .,,.: -< .; 
of 1997 (BBA) for comparative information on plan benefiti ‘and costs, and on performance and quality 
indicators. The requester asked GAO’s assistance in helping the Congress assess the ‘tasks HCFA faces and the 
progress it is making in implementing the law. (1) How has HCFA progressed toward implementation of BBA 
mandates for consumer information? (2) Is HCFA’s approach to providing comparative information effective and 
efficient? (3) What complexities and challenges do consumers face in understanding and comparing information 
made available on Medicare coverage? . ;: 

‘ITIZE: HRA:S REVIEW OF THE USE OF THE FALSE CLAIMS ACT IN THE HEALTH CARE FIELD (101722) 

KEY QUESTIONS : The Justice Department has used the False Claims Act to combat fraud,and abuse in the 
Medicare program. Some groups, including the American Hospital Association, contend that this tactic punishes 
health care providers for simple mistakes. Threatened with the penalties provided by the act, many hospitals 
simply reach a settlement with Justice rather than risk losing in court. (1) How has the False Claims Act been 
used in combating health care fraud? (2) What guidelines do federal agencies use in deciding to institute a case 
under the act? (3) What unique aspects of health care may raise concerns over the applicability of the act to this 
area? (4) What are the major policy issues, including impact on providers and beneficiaries, involved with 
applying this act to health care? 
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:ED 

’ KEYIQuES.TIONS :. 1)XVhat are the characteristicsofthe institutional beneficiaries and the institutions in 
:-, .whieh&ey:reside? 2)Whati.s Wbasisfor institutionalized payments and is the additional amount that HMOs 

receive justified by higher health care costsfor~institutionalized beneficiaries?.3)Does-HCFA-paythe higher 
: institutional rate for beneficiaries who amnot ininstitutions? .’ _ .: :. . . 

,.. ,.,,, 

. . -- 

1 .-j..-: :; I .-i ;,:; <,.” .f :- : -v 
,I@Y Q~SnoNs’.-‘~~FA~~g~d its ~~~~,for:~~~~~.pr~~id~~~~~~~ cosis:f~~~ff~~~~~~~~~o~~~ 

‘tests on n&&g home residents. Beginning in 1996, o&&ns~ortation costs reiating &x-rays and l$Gs were 
allowed (in prior years transportation for ultrasound tests could have been paid at the discretion of Medicare’s 
c~~.~~~~ss~~.co~~~~tors)~. H&;di further-&&j i&‘&&cy by e;&&g ~mspo~&&,&’ fo; EKG 

services starting in 1997.’ (l’j What is the impact of HCFA’s decision on Medicare program costs? (2) What is 
.- the im$ct of the&&ion on the welfare of Medicare~benefes hil-me~quaiity of camthey receive? ~. .I ,~ ., ;.- _: ‘._: ,:. “/ 

KEY QUESTIONS : In 1996, Medicare spent over $4.3 biions for medical products using areimbursement 
system that results in unreasonably high payment rates. Congress is concerned that HCFA’s efforts to address 
overpricing-are slow and ineffectual. Todeterminethe scope’of the problem, the Senate Aging Committee: 21:. 

r::. asked GAO to do.a broad .stirdy -of Medicare5 reimbursement system for medical p&h&s, - (1) ,HoW, are-medical : 1-i 
equipment and sup&es reimbursed.under Medicare Part$?t:(2) How do Medicare payment levels compare to 
market prices and suppliers’ costs? (3) Does the Medicare payment system enable timely adjustments to 
payment levels? (4) If the system needs changing, yhat are some options? ..- -:‘J..p’ .: ._.. i _ -~;. 

._j .  -_ . . ,  ‘_. 
,._. . ,  “..T. 

.  .  .  _, . : - .  .  

l"l'TL)? ERAS EVALIJATI~~OFTHECOI@&CTCODINGINJTIATIVE(1015!XJ) 

KEY QUHSTIONS : Some providers, instead of submitting one claim for a set of related services, 
inappropriately bii Medicare for each service separately. In 1996, aSpart of the Correct Coding Initiative, 
HCFA provided carriers with an extensive listing of services that should not be billed together (Le., bundled). 
(1) Have Medicare carriers implemented HCFA’s instructions to screen claims for unbundled services? (2) 
How do the savings from the Correct Coding Initiative compare to the administrative costs? Has the Correct 

,- Coding-Initiative &duced the number of inappropriately ~nbundl~d.~ervicesiubmitted by providers? (4) Are 
providers manipulating their claims to circumvent bundling screens? 
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TLTLE: HRA5 AUDITING OF.MEDICARE COST REPORTS FOR USE IN ESTABLISHING PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT 
SYSTEMS RATES FOR SKHLED NURSING FACILITIES, HOME HEALTH AGENCIES, AND OUTPATIENT 
HOSPITAL SERVICES (101704) 

KEY QUBSTIONS : HCFA is required to develop within the next two years prospective payment systems (PPS) 
. for Medicare services provided in Skilled Nursing Facilities (SNFs), Home Health Agencies (HHAs), outpatient 
hospital departments (OHD), and Rehabilitation hospitals (Rehab). To ensure that Medicare pays a,reasonable 
amount under these PPSs, base year costs used to set PPS rates need to be adequately audited. (1) What has 
been the extent of Medicare’s cost reports audit effort and how has it,changed over.time?‘(2) To what extent has,,, 
HCFA.audited, or have plans to audit, base yearcost rep+& for the SNF, HI-IA,~DI-@, and’ Rehab:PPS? (3) 
‘Will the conducted or planned audits provide an adequate&t basis for ‘PPS rate setting? :. 

EMERGING ,tiEtiTH’ CARE OVERSIGK’T ISSUES .. i ~. :? _‘, ,., : 
?TIzE: REVIEW OF STATE +TERNATIVE MECFJANISM APPROACHES,Tc? INDPUAL MARKET GUARANTEED 

ACCESS YNDER THE HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT (EH’AA) (101736) 

0 

KEY QUESTIONS : On February 25,1998, GAO reported on the fast year implementation of the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)(HBHS-98-67). Among other issues, we reported that 
high premium rates were emerging for “HIPA eligibles” among some of the 13 states using federal rules to 
-guarantee access to individual market coverage. The requester expressed interest in the more recent experiences 
of the remaining states that implemented alternative rules to providing the access guarantee. Accordingly, we 

iwere asked to summarize the characteristics of these approaches for use in possible late A&l hearings. (1) 
What is the overall approach used by each state? (2) What risk spreading or financial subsidy~mechanisms are 
contained under each approach? ‘. 

, . .  , -  

JXER ISSUE AREA WORK - HE&S ‘. ” 
,,. 

‘Il-&l!iz EFFECTS OF REVISIONS TO THE SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ~ 
ADFISTRATION’S (SAMHSA) FORMULA ON FUNDING FOR OHIO (101714) . . 

KEY QUESTIONS : Proposed changes to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Adiuiitration’s 
(SAMHSA) block grant formula would result in a 20 percent loss in federal funds to Ohio. We have been 
requested to conduct analyses to show how various changes in the factors used in the formula would affect the 
distribution of federal funds among states. (1) What effect would changes in the various factors used in the 
funding formulas for the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Block Grants have on state allocations of federal 
funds? 

‘ITZZE: LAW ENFORCEMENT BLOCK GRANT (101724) 

KEY QUESTIONS : The Local Law Enforcement Block Grant (LLEBG) allocates funds among counties, cities, 
townships and Indian tribes based on their share of violent crimes within the state. A provision that cities would 
reach an agreement to share funds with the overlying county (where the county performed courts and corrections 
functions for the city) is problematical to administer. The subcommittees are considering revising the formula to 
use criminal justice expenditures to shift funds to overlying counties. (1) What is the effect on LLEBG 
allocations between cities and counties by including an additional factor in the formula for criminal justice 
expenditures? 

5 
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TITLE: EFFECTSONSTATEFUNDINGOFCHANGESINFORMULAFORALLOCATINGOLDERAMERICANSGRANT 
FUNDS(101725) ~ : ., - i. _:. :. : 

KEY QUESTIONS : The Congress will reauthorize the Older Americans Act and is considering formula 
-revisions suggested in past GAO reports. :The requester asked for our assistance as the Congress considers the 
various options suggested by GAO and others. (1) What are the funding implications ofreflecting the elderly 
population in need and insuring equitable funding for states? :.;.,. 

.i _.., ,’ :_ 

TITLE AREV~EU'~~F.~'DE~\;IOGRAE;HICOF~SEVERELYDISAB~-P~P~TIONANDTHEAV~~ILITY 
ANDUSEOFPERS~NALATTkNDANTSERVICES(i01727) '. .' :i -: I : '-- -' ..' 

KEY QLjESTIQJ4S :. A number of peopie have severe di.@ilities snd many need the he&of personals 
attendants. Yet, little is known about this population and the services they use. 

,;~ 
(1) What are thedemographic 

characteristics of the severely disabled-and the nature of their&abilities? (2) What Federal a&Federai&ate 
programs serve this pop&&n at&hat types of services areprovided? (3) What auth&ty&&s to’;$ovide 
these-services under Medic&d and which s&&provide them under their state plans? (4) Whatare the number 
,and nature of any Medicaid waivers States have obtained toTprovide personal attendant services to this 
population? (5) What evidence exists on the displacement effect of formal services, i.e., the substitutiou of 
formal services for services provided by family and friends? 

- .. 

-. 
mzE: S~TIONSOFREVISIO~STOSUBSTANCEABUSE~ND~~~HEALTH~Ek~C~ADMINISTRATION 

(SAMHSA)BLOCKGRA~TFUNDINGFOkMULA(10173S) 

KEY QUESTIONS : Changes made by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Admi&ration 
(SAMHSA) to data used,m the Substance. Abuse and Men@l.Health blFk.grant fcrrnulas have resulted,in 
‘substantial shifts in state al&cations of federal funding. The requester is considering leg$la&e changes-that 

I 

would.provide for atrsnsition to the new formula or make corrections in the form&to lessen the impact on . 
states. We have been requested to conduct atialyses of formula optionsfor the requesteito consider: ‘(1) What 
alternatives should be considered for lessening the im’pact on states of formula adj&ments’intended to improve 
the distribution of federal funds among states? :- _, -, .-. ‘. 

r 

..: 
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